Introduction
The reasonable design of diesel engine valve spring plays an important role in the improvement of spring working performance, reduction of the engine vibration and noise, and extension of the spring life. At present, many optimization methods are provided for the spring design. Li et al. [1] presented the optimization design based on genetic algorithm for the engine valve spring. Although the algorithm is widely used and its parallelism are suitable for solving the large-scale complex optimization problems, the genetic algorithm is easy to fall into local minimum and its convergence speed is slow. Huang et al. [2] proposed a design method based on the fuzzy optimization for the internal combustion engine valve spring. The simulation results show that the method is characterized by good robustness; however, its parameters are so many that the inappropriate values will affect the calculation accuracy. Peng et al. [3] presented an immune genetic algorithm for the design of clutch compression spring and the optimal design is finished in the MATLAB environment; however, the improvement of the IGA is finished on the basis of the basic genetic algorithm, and the deficiencies regarding the slow convergence speed and low optimization precision still exist. In order to further improve the optimization design effect of the diesel engine valve spring, a new immune genetic algorithm based on the artificial fish is proposed in this paper, and the simulation results verify its validity.
II. Optimization Model of The Valve Spring
In the diesel engine, the reciprocating movement of transmission parts from gas distribution mechanism makes the valve spring bear the alternating load at work [4] . The resonance caused by the cam motion will lead to the vibrating of the valve spring, which will make the amplitude of spring stress increase and the effective spring force decrease. Because the above conditions have a great impact on the diesel engine working, the optimization of the valve spring is particularly important. Due to the limitation of the structure and space, that is to say, each structure size of the spring should be as small as possible, the diameter d of spring wire, mean diameter D of coil, and number n of effective coils are taken as optimization variables, namely:
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According to the given work environment and the structure requirements, the objective function is built from the perspective of minimum of the spring weight as follows:
The constraints of objective function include: spring index, spring stiffness, spring strength, spring stability, condition of none resonance, minimum number of coils, size of spring diameter, etc. Due to the space limitations, the concrete definitions of above constraint conditions will not be shown here. All definitions can be found in reference [4] . The final constraint conditions after treatment are as follows: 
III.
Immune Genetic Algorithm
The immune genetic algorithm [5] was presented based on the biological immune mechanism as a kind of improved genetic algorithm [6] . Before the select operation of the basic genetic algorithm, the calculation of antibody concentration based on the information entropy. The higher the concentration of the antibody, the antibody is inhibited more; contrarily the lower the concentration of the antibody, the antibody is accelerated more, which enables the self-regulation of the immune system. In addition, the immune genetic algorithm has memory function, which can speed up its search speed and improve the global search ability.
Supposing that the immune system is composed of N antibodies and each antibody has M genes, according to the information entropy theory, the information entropy of the j th genes from all N antibodies are as follows:
Where, P ij is the probability that the symbol at j th position is symbol i of N antibodies.
The differences among different individuals are described by the average information entropy, and the entropy is defined as:
The affinity between antibodies i and j is defined as:
The affinity between the antibody i and antigen y is defined as the fitness of the antibody i:
Where, J i (X) is the fitness function of the antibody i. The concentration of antibody i is defined as follows:
Where,  is the of threshold value of immune selection and 1 9 . 0    . In this paper,  = 0.92.
IV. Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm And Its Basic Operators

Artificial fish swarm algorithm
Artificial fish swarm algorithm is a kind of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm based on the animal behavior, and it is mainly composed of the prey, swarm and follow operators. The algorithm simulates the foraging behavior of the natural swarm fishes, and makes the population reach the optimal position through
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Follow operator
When an artificial fish find the place where have more food and around is not too crowded, other artificial fishes will follow it to find source. Within the perception scope of an artificial fish, it will find the partner who is located in the optimal position and then moves closer to it. If it does not find the optimal partner, it executes the prey operator. The follow operator can speed up the movement of the artificial fish to a better position.
The follow operator can be simply described as follows: Let the current position of artificial fish i be x i and the food concentration (i.e. fitness value) be y i , the artificial fish i will search the optimal artificial fish whose position is x max and the fitness value is y max according to its current position x i . . If y max >y i , artificial fish i will take x max as the center to search other artificial fishes within its perception scope. Supposing that the amount of the searched fish is n f , if y max >y i and y max /n f < y i * ( is the crowded degree factor), the artificial fish i can confirm that the location of x max has more food and is not too crowded, and will move a step toward the x max according to Eq. (18). If y max < y i , the artificial fish i will execute the prey operator.
Prey operator
The artificial fish can instinctively find food and swim towards the place where more food has. During the process of searching for the optimal location, the artificial fish finds a better position in its perception scope according to its own position. If the place is not found, the fish will swim randomly. Therefore, the prey operator is a process of finding the optimal solution.
The prey operator can be simply described as follows: Let the current position of artificial fish i be x i and the food concentration (i.e. fitness value) be y i。 The artificial fish i select randomly a position x j within its perception scope according to Eq. 
V. Experiment Results and Analysis
Function optimization
In order to verify the optimization performance of the proposed AFS-IGA, six functions, namely, Sixhump camel back function f 1 
Where, [ 5, 
Where,
From table 1, it can be seen that the global optimization ability of GA is poorer and the convergence speed is slow. Because IGA has the memory function, the search ability of GA is improved and the search speed is accelerated; however, compared with AFS-IGA, the advantage is not obvious. Because the AFS-IGA contains the follow operator and the prey operator, it can quickly find the optimal solution, and its convergence is more stable. Fig.1 shows the evolutionary curves of GA, IGA and AFS-IGA three algorithms during the function optimization. From the figure, it can be seen that compared with GA, IGA, the convergence speed of AFS-IGA is faster and the global optimization ability is stronger, which further verify the effectiveness of the AFS-IGA. 
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Structure optimization of the valve spring
In order to further verify the effectiveness and superiority of in the structural optimization of the valve spring, we continue to have a test on the structure optimization. Considering the randomness of the intelligent algorithms, each test of the structure optimization is executed independently for 20 times. The final test results are shown in table 2. The values of the diameter of spring wire, mean diameter of coil, and number of effective coils are rounded up. From table 2, it can be seen that the optimal solution and the mean solution of the proposed AFS-IGA are better than the results of GA, which is mainly because the proposed AFS-IGA contains the follow operator and the prey operator. Fig.2 shows the evolutionary curves of GA and AFS-IGA during the structure optimization of the diesel engine valve spring. Through the figure, we can still see that the convergence speed and the optimization ability of the proposed AFS-IGA are better than the results of GA. 
VI. Conclusion
In order to finish the optimization design of the valve spring which has multiple constraints, multiple variables, and bears vibrating load, an immune genetic algorithm based on the artificial fish swarm is proposed. The follow operator speeds up the convergence speed of the proposed AFS-IGA and the prey operator enhances the optimization ability, which makes the AFS-IGA own stronger global optimization ability. Both the function optimization and the diesel engine valve spring optimization verify the validity and superiority of the proposed AFS-IGA.
VII.
